
WEATHER: Partial skies - 400/.0
chance of fallout, 990/c chance of
ice storms throughout the next
two weekends, ending abruptly at
eight o'clock Sunday evening.

March 24, 1971

The New York Brass Quintet,
hailed by Veurne, a Belgium news
paper as "truly a remarkable ex
perience", will appear at DHS on
April 6, as a fund-raiser for
NEIRAD.

Robert Nagel, founder and di
rector of the quintet, has been a
leading free-lance trumpeter in
concerts, recordings, and televi
sion in New York City for over
twenty years. He has composed

numerous worKS, many of them
featuring the trumpet and other
instruments in various media.

Other members of the quintet
include Allen Dean, trumpet; Paul
Ingraham, french horn; John
Swallow, Trombone; and Harvey
Phillips, tuba.

Tickets for the concert are on
sale at Burch Books on the Post
Road, and at DHS. The price is
$3.00.
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Spring Concert
The annual Spring Concert, fea

turing all the music groups, was
held last night in the DHS
auditorium.

Mr. Undercoffler conducted the
Orchestra and the Band, and Mr.
Jantschi conducted the Advanced
Choir and the Mixed Chorus. Also
on the program was a Horn Quin
tet, featuring Pete Dressler on
the trumpet, and the Girls' Vocal
Ensemble.

Highlight of the concert were:
the "Introduction to Act III of
'Lohengrin'" by Wagner, perform
ed by the Orchestra; "II est Bel
et Bon," a French song done by the
Girls' Vocal Ensemble; "hist
whist", a speech song by e.e.
cummings, done by the Advanced
Choir; "Great Day", a spiritual
performed by the Mixed Chorus;
and "Fantasia on Dixie", done by
the Band.

To the Editor:

Darien, with an average family income of $20,000, is certainly not
poverty-stricken nor, in comparison with other Fairfield ·~tv towns,
is it over-taxed. Greenwich has just built a new high school. h _. ·~o.';

Darien cut important programs from its school budget, and each yea.
send its children off to portable classrooms and schools no longer big
enough to hold the innovative programs that must be undertaken if
Darien is to continue to have schools worth attending?

Why should Darien, educationally speaking, be in the Dark Ages?
Why should the real Citizens of Darien allow themselves to be misled
by a tiny group of extremists who claim to represent the entire voting
body? Only a few weeks ago, the New York City school system declared
itself to be out of money, and began making plans to cancel such neces
sities of school life as substitute teachers. Darien will probably never
sink this far, but it might be shorn of its important programs and
highly qualified teachers, voluntarily destro~ing its educational strong
points. This is the main difference between Darien and New York
City: New York's financial problems were caused by increasing prices,
with no money coming from the city to pay the debts of the schools.
This was beyond the control of the voter,who is already heavily taxed
in relation to income. In Darien, this is not the case. The Citizens
Committee on Schools would eliminate programs, not because they are
unable to pay increased taxes, but because they are unwilling.

The Citizens Committee on Schools would, in effect, give the Darien
student far less than a town such as Darien could and should give its
young people.

Darien Phototypographers
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To the Editor:

(I have sent the following letter Your front-page article "Alas The
to the editor of the Darien Review, Player's Cry Never To Be Heard,"
in response to one of their recent (Mark Rodman's by-line in March
editorials. ) 8, 1971 Neirad) was almost perfect

I "reflect the views of many" in accurate reporting. There were,
when I remark that your editorial however, three statements with
entitled "Bad Judgement" (March which I take issue as they apply
18) was outrageously skeptical, un- to what I either thought or said
substantiated, and obviously bias- concerning Gibson's "A Cry of
ed. As a member of the Youth Ad- Players."
visory Commission, and as one of
the drafters of the questionnaire. First, it was not only older mem-
I feel obligated to present our rea- bers of the audience who, in my
sons for its distribution in the High judgment, would have overlooked
School. the "play's educational content,"

It was the shared opinion of both but also the many young children
Centre Stone and the commission who usually attend our perform
that before a program could com- ances on opening night. Second,
mence in solving the drug problem I have never given formal "con
in this town, a preliminary evalua- sent" to any Thespian production
tion of the problem and its con- and have no intention of estab
tributing factors should be acquir- lishing such a procedure. On the
ed-thus, the survey. Unfortunate- other hand, I feel it quite proper
ly, however, it seems that many to give honest reactions to a pro
of the parents in this town would duction offered under the auspices
have rather kept these facts buried, of D.H.S., especially when asked.
instead of assisting in the solution Third, I strongly object ot the im
of the problem. plication that I perceive the "con

Our reason for including such servative element dictating the
questions which you cried would tone of the day in Darien." I find
"raise cynical doubts and disre- stereotypes about this Town as

S h I
speet for the normal and tradit- unfair and misrepresentative as I

C 00 S find them about blacks, adults,
ional close ties of families and taxpayers, young people, etc.
could shatter those relationships" Gordon A. Bruno

by Craig W. Mason must also be stated. It was agreed /- _
upon by our committee that ques-

In recent months, the Darien Review has printed a barrage of letters tions such as - "Is your mother
from two individuals who claim to be a "Citizens Committee on away from home alot?" and "Do
Schools." Needless to say, the paper printed at least one of these letters your parents drink?" could lead
in each issue, since they vellemently agree with the Review's reaction- to significant reasons and possible
ary policies on education. Finally, in the issue of March 11, a chairman trends of why the youths of this
for this committee appeared out of the mist which screens vocal minority town are turning to drugs in such
groups from the view of the innocent voter. numbers. You had neglected to

Perhaps this committee should be examined in more depth. First, include, however, other questions
why does it call itself a "Citizens" Committee? Why are they so which appeared on this question
anxious to prove their citizenship? Is it possible that these people fear naire which were also based upon
that they will be thought."Un-American," or "Un-Darien," because of social influences such as-"Where
their ideas? Another point for suspicion is the proposition in their do you hang-out?" and "How
title. Why on? The American Heritage Dictionary explains: "4. Used many close friends do you have?".
to indicate: ... d. The object of an action directed, tending, or moving In regard to the scientific value
against it: an attack on the fortress." Substituting"against" for "on", of these questions, your statement,
we obtain a far better description of the group: "Citizens Committee "such questions ... seem to us so
Against Schools." loaded and purposeful we doubt

There can be no doubt that the committee (if the term can be applied they have any scientific value
to a cabal of three or four people) is against the school system or, whatsoever," morely illustrates
perhaps more properly, the expansion of the school system in any way your ignorance of the subject. Cer
from the place it held in 1955. Specifically, they are against a four-year tainly any physician or profession
High School, an increased school budget, small classes, and other pro- al involved with drugs would cer
grams from which students in the system might benefit. tify that behind most involvement

Why is a four-year High School needed? First, to remove one grade there exists some social and psy
from the elementary schools, thus creating badly needed space. (Most chological factor, which may well
elementary schools in the town now have the unsightly and inefficient be affected by the family environ-
portables to keep the conventional classrooms from becoming over- ontinued. Pa e 5
crowded.) Second, the High School is already operating on a four-year J-__....:.=~~;:;:.;.J~~~~__...... . _

basis, whether the Committee knows it or not. College transcripts show
ing a student's performance start with the ninth grade, not the tenth.
Many courses, such as Biology, are offered at the High School and in
the ninth grade, at the junior highs. This, of course, means unnecessary
duplication of equipment. A program unified in one building would
function more efficiently and less expensively than the present system.
Third, although the Committee may be right in saying that fewer
children will be enrolled in the school system in future years, more
classrooms will be required for specialized programs, if Darien is to
maintain the standard of academic excellence it has enjoyed in the past.
Finally. Darien High School is badly in need of improvements. The
Evaluating Committee of the New England Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, (which accredited DHS for a full ten-year period in
1970, a fact which the Citizens Committee forgets to mention) stated
that the High School seemed to have been built "at exactly the wrong
time." The design lacks flexibility, storage facilities, and other necessi
ties, which might be provided in a addition.

The Darien Schools have been among the best in the nation. The
faculty is extremely competent, and has a low turnover. Competence
must be paid for, as must small classes. The fact that the Committee
questions the value of such a program shows its insincerity: They
believe that individual att~tion and extra help from a teacher is un
important, that large classes can teach as much as small ones. They
obviously believe that the Town of Darien should give its students less
than the full program it is financially able to offer.

Citizens Committee Against
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ocre education if it is communicated through poor teaching. As it stands
today it is my judgment that we have an outstanding teaching staff in
Darien High School when compared with other public school systems.
The key to this sentence is "when compared with other public school
systems." I have not compared it with the potential inherent in a teach
ing staff. Here I think our system in the future can (and will) be of a
substantially higher quality.

Improvement of the public school system as it relates to teaching is
severely handicapped by three factors. The first of these three factors
we have little control over. This is the teacher's education prior to
entering the profession. It is far from ideal. Teachers' colleges in par
ticular are faced with the problem of school systems varying in their
teaching methods. As a result, a proportion of those educated in teachers'
colleges are not exposed to teaching techniques, let alone curriculum
approaches, that they will face when they enter their profession. This is
a difficult one to cope with, though I think not enough effort is made
on the part of teachers' education to fully understand the most modern
and proven teaching methods. I believe that this will change and that a
more flexible and advanced teacher will be graduated in the future from
educational courses.

The remaining two problems inhibiting the teaching staff fall some
what into the same category. They can best be described as the problems
of tenure and the lack of differential pay. "Tenure" is a legal require
ment which virtually guarantees employment until retirement within a
school system after a brief trial period. When I refer to "differential
pay," I refer to the standards of business in which a person with the
same degree of education and the same seniority can earn substantially
more money than a person with equal experience and education because
of his superior contribution to his job. This essentially does not exist
in our school system, nor in most school systems today. In short, our
standards are determined by educational standards and seniority alone,
and not by teaching proficiency. When one realizes that the most
important future force in our country is the education of our youth, and
when one recognizes the intellectual calibre of peopl~ goi!1g into teach
ing, it is truly surprising that their growth shouldbeinhibitedbylack of
differential pay. In addition, it is difficult for me to believe that the
truly dedicated and competent teacher desires that job security for the
non-contributor and for him should be equal by legal mandate. I believe
that the more competent teacher does question the theory of tenure.
In order for us to encourage the inventive, intelligent and aggressive
individual to go into the teaching profession we must offer them the
opportunity of quicker advancement, both in responsibility and in pay.
Additionally, if we are to keep the educational system at an extremely
high level, the non-contributors must not be encouraged to compound
their mediocrity by a guarantee of employment to retirement age.

I am convinced that within the trends in our educational system and
the educational systems throughout the country, these two inhibiting
factors will be modified if not wholly corrected. Only in this way can
the full circle be completed of dramatically improving the educational
capabilities of our school system.

It took man thousands of years to learn to fly, but from that point on,
only 60 years to go to the moon. Every advancement today is compressed
in time and since the advancements must be communicated to our
youth, the changes in education must be even more compressed. To
stand still in our world is to move backwards. Specifically, in relation
to the educational trends in Darien, to stand still is disastrous. Thus,
I see Darien as an intelligent and alert community anticipating these
trends and remaining in the forefront of public education.

Robert W. Castle
(Mr. Robert Castle served on the Board of Education from September 24, 1968 
September 8, 1970. He was elected to the seat of Vice-Chairman on the Board on
November 12, 1969, and performed such duties until his resignation - Ed.)
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TRENDS IN EDUCATION
IN DARIEN

Here comes a bit of crystal-ball gazing. I don't really consider this to
be extremely difficult, for anyone who has spent any amount of time
examining not only Darien trends,but examining'trends in other com
munities has a fairly clear picture as to the way the public high school
education is developing. Whether one applauds or despairs the trends
is a matter of personal choice. To clear up my position, I applaud them.

The major trends divide, in my judgment, into three categories: First,
experimentation; second, ,student involvement; and third, teaching
capabilities.

The hallmark of education, and particularly public secondary education,
in the United States as opposed to most other countries is its experi
mentation. Most countries in the world with any developed form of
educational system pride themselves on uniformity. It is their premise
that every student in the country should receive identical forms of
instruction and curriculum. This is determined by some august body,
usually governmental, who determine. how the youth must be educated
for the good of the country. The great plus in this concept is that there
is little difference in quality of education from rural communities to
major cities. The major drawback falls in two areas: First, the" august
body" must have, by its ,very nature, a fairly limited viewpoint since
it is made up of a limited number of minds. Secondly, again by its very
nature of a single body, there is less tendency to change the system
though there might be ample evidence that change is warranted.

In this country, though certain general requirements are common to
almost all secondary education, both teaching methods and curriculum
are experimented with constantly. By the very nature of this approach
there is an inconsistency in the end-product of education of children
in one system versus another. On the other hand, the opportunity for
an intelligent school system to capitalize on proven experiments to
improve education is enormous. I believe that there will be a great deal
more experimentation taking place in the school systems in this country.
There are very few educators or even parents who do no recognize the
fact that children today enter the education process with a significantly
wider frame of reference than their parents did. Additionally, they ex
pand this frame of reference at a much faster pace than was true of the
previous generation. This, coupled with the relatively recent recognition
that young people are capable of absorbing a great deal more know
ledge than was believed true in the past, has led many educa tors to seek
methods of aiding the child to capitalize more fully on his potential.

In Darien a degree of experimentation has taken place, particularly in
recent years. Much of this experimentation has followed the example
of either educational techniques or curriculum innovations proven in
systems similar to ours. There is little inherent risk in this form of
change because of its proven track record.

Additionally, our system has each year initiated experiments of its own
that in some form are innovative. When they are truly innovative they
are run on a very limited basis as an experiment to determine their
practicality as well as their degree of success. Several of the system
side systems and curriculum approaches existent today have resulted
from this experimental approach to the teaching. This will accelerate,
and I should add must accelerate, in order for us to keep in the forefront
of education. It must be done judiciously with intelligent educators
and practical methods of evaluation.

Let me deal now with student involvement. No matter how outstanding
the teacher capabilities or the curriculum are within a system, it is
only meaningful if it generates an enthusiasm among students to be
educated. An enthusiastic student body in an average school system
will undoubtedly learn more than a totally apathetic student body in
an above-average school system. Certainly teaching qualities and cur
riculum play an important part in developing this enthusiasm, but today,
more than in the past, student involvement is an absolute must in gener
ating a desire on the part of the majority of the students to seek
education. I foresee that the basic concept of individual study will be
adapted to include more students, earlier in the school system, allowing
them to concentrate a portion of their education in the areas of greatest
interest to them. Equally important, more voice on the part of students
in the decisions concerning teaching techniques and curriculum will
occur. There are certain basic portions of education which for the time
being should remain mandatory, but they are far more limited in num
ber than we imagined in our youth. A significant portion of the student's

lOIS poll -.I. dari••. eo••oeUcuL olin, S.3177educational process, particularly in secondary schools, should be in t 21_T..:...O':::'K.:.;'l:;.;,.N.;,,:·E:.;.;K;.;;;[..:H.;.:;D_._.......~l,4;l,_-+ _
areas in which he has enthusiasm as well as talent to develop his mind
in the directions his life is taking. This can best be understood by the
educators, and ultimately the Board of Education, by seeking students'
attitudes toward both teaching methods and curriculum. The recent
experimental days at the High School were a beginning step in this
direction. A more important step in the future will be to involve duly
appointed, or elected, students in curriculum councils and teaching
staff-groups. Again, the first step has been taken in the area of curricu
lum council work, but it's only the beginning. The students have a great
many valid thoughts on their own educational process and we're only
beginning to listen.

The last area in trends is teaching capabilities. In the secondary level
of the public school system teaching will always continue to be an
extremely important factor. Outstanding curriculum will resuk in ntedi-
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Continued from Page 1
it helps to conserve our supply of
natural resources (shrinking
ominously), second, it reduces the
increase in the huge amounts of
garbage and litter in the world
today. Darien Cares has estab
lished a definite, continuing re
cycling schedule, beginning in
May. On the first weekend of
every month there will be a trailer
truck at Stop & Shop to collect
newspapers and any clean metal
cans (and eventually glass) to be
recycled. So, from now on, don't
throw out newspapers or cans;
save them and have them recycled.

Saturday and Sunday, April 3
and 4, will be preliminary Recycl
ing Days. You wiU be able to bring
newspapers, metal and glass to
Goodwive's Shopping Center from
9: 00 AM until 5: 00 PM on both
days. These days are sponsored by
the Darien Garden Club.

The most important thing that
Darien Cares is trying to do is to
get everyone in DarIen to care
about the Earth and to show their
care through individual, as well as
group, action.

IF (Capitol, SW-676) is a rel
atively new group which has a
jazz-based sound. As jazz groups
go, IF, has to rate better than most.

The catching sound which IF
creates is accomplished with a
variety of saxophones, flute, a
good drummer, and a sold bass
back-up. IF's guitarist, Terry Smith,
and organist John Mealing, also
enhance the variety and quality of
sound which should become IF's
trademark. This trademark is
created by an intricate and well
balanced mixture of instruments,

NEIRAD

Fourteen of his friends were in
here with him. The ladies gave
heir names in alphabetical order.

ROCK AND ROLL
STAR FOUND ALIVE IN
MOTEL BED

Winter Surfing · A Study in Modern Idiocy PC.ITICAl EXTREMISM
by Kevin Wright slides. The only drawback to this by Rob Varney

As you know, March 6 was the in the winter is the incredible cold Last Friday night, several friends
date of the Darien High School of the water. Full wetsuit, boots, and myself paid a visit to the home
Varsity Surf Team and Resident and gloves are a must. The only of the first pizza pies in Darien
Noodle Slupers' First Annual Polar unprotected area is the head, and Frankie's Darien Pizzeria.
Bear Surfari. Based on reliable believe me, it dies. With every As on most weekends, this was
information supplied by surfing slap of water against the face, it a very busy night, and as a result
moviemaker Lincoln Walworth, feels like one huge third degree Frank's inadequate parking facili
the DHSVST's co-captains Finko burn, the mouth freezes open, and ties were jammed to capacity. Our
S. (star of stage, screen, and·comic the head feels like it is splitting . first sight was the large plate glass
strip) and The Great Kahuna: set wide open. You can't stay in the facade, in back of which hung
out for Long Beach, Long Island. water for more than one hour three different neon spiders push
The student body was potably without having to paddle in to ing their respective brews. Inside,
confidence-inspiring, especially warm up. we were greeted by three different
when by secret wire tap Cass Rat- Winter surfers are quite different clock~, a Rheingold Clock, a Miller
cliffe was heard reserving a slab from those of the summer. For one Clock, and a Bud Clock, as well as
for two at the Long Beach Morgue. thing, there are fewer of them, and two wall menus, a 7-Up Menu and

However, neither rain nor snow therefore they are a lot friendlier. a Coke Menu.
nor cold of water could stay these Of course, some of this friendliness With all these time pieces a
stalwart surfers from their stupid- is brought about by necessity. All round us, we couldn't help keep
ity, so early on the morning of the of the time people are coming up ing track of the 45 minutes we
Sixth, the surfers stopped at to you in the street (Where you waited for our pies. Unlike earlier
HoJo's to meet with the rest of the change into your wetsuit, to the years, it seemed to us that Frankie
crew: shock of the old residents) and now caters to the more mature

Golden Toe Travers, ace photo- asking you to zip them into their set, undoubtedly due to his fine
grapher and 'roo trapper; wetsuits. This happened to us no selection of wines and liquors. Also,

Bill White, along with Travers a ~~~~~. than three times in three and much to our dismay, there was
finalist in the International Soda an extreme abundancy of bratty
Can Tournament; Winter water does spark the urchins throwing food and shoot-

Bill Crouse, tyro surfer and Vik- hunger, so we carefully picked out ing craps, as their parents sat ~..~~~~~~~~~~~ei-_
ing basketball star. the two best beaneries in town. glassy-eyed with their Pizano in ontmue rom age

After a three hour side trip They are: hand. But exclUSive of record books
through the backwoods of Green- Gena's Pizzaria, where, accord- Well, the wait got so painful and trophy cases, Doc will long be
wich to pick up a little bundle, ing to Willy Crouse, a fantastic that radicals Reuben Jeffery and remembered 'for the large amounts
the two-car caravan finally made pie is created, and; Jim Gammill couldn't keep them- of time, effort, and intelligence he
it to Lawn Guyland. Long Beach Ned's Kosher Deli, famous for selves from writing some new put into his work. Supremely de
is a splendidly ugly town, but the their turkey sandwiches (please inflamatory literature. The general dicated, he has gone out of his
surf makes up for that. Unfortun- don't order a ham on white!) atmos h h t' d h way, for example, to take hl'S cross-The best advice, though, is to p ere was ec IC an rus-
ately, the winter months are the ed, and in the background the country team on a one-week trip
only months that non-residents bring something from home, and juke-box with its worn out speak- to Vermont for the past three sum
can legally surf there. The beach save your money for the thousand ers blared such old-time favorites mers. He always treated his team,
itself is divided into 200-yard sec- and one tolls along the way. as Oh Sale Mia and Okie from not as a travelling zoo, but as a
tions by stone J' etties. These J'ettI'es Well, this was a description of a M k k' E th d h k d group of individuals,' he was con-typical winter 'siurfari, and they us 0 Ie. ven e re -c ec ere
keep the sand bars from shifting, really are a gas, despite the cold. tablecloths and the little pie man cerned with the development of
thus keeping the wave shape con- out front failed to give us some those individuals, not with self
sistent. ..and good. The waves DHSVST trips are held fairly regu- cheer. aggrandizement. His teams react
average three to four feet, are larly, and anyone wishing to join When the pies finally did arrive, ed accordingly: They won. And
well-formed. and offer good right the team can sign. up on the list we had almost come to think that for sheer competence, many DHS

•__===-=... -- .I~·n~t;h;;e~S~.~A~..;R~o;.;0i.;m~.H;.;.;u;z;;za;.-.;.W~u:;z;z;;;;a~.. _-I Frankie had fallen into his oven graduates will acknowledge that
and h".d been served by his wait- he ranks even above many collegi-
ress as the House Special. Any- ate coaches.
way, the pies were very fine, Doctor Robbins was a coach of
though Jim and Reuben's large such tremendous power and per
sausage had several oil slicks at sonal magnetism that he won deep
its center. Nevertheless, they were admiration and respect without
worthy of an A· to A rating, as was demanding it. This overwhelming
Frankie's excellent meatball grind- ly effective foundation replaced
er with melted cheese. the common "jock" requirements

In general, Frank serves pies in for success: course discipline,
a large or medium size-$1.90, hoarse yelling, and haircuts. There
$2.35 Cheese. and $2.25, $2.85 are those who could profit by fol
dressed- while the grinders are lowing his example.
90t to $1.00. The food is usually But now, the track team has left
outstanding, though on this partic- his hands, and shall soon begin
ular night the long wait killed our practice without him. His new
mood before it had developed. duties as assistant. to-the--principal

So, I recommend Frankie's any- prevent him from continuing, and
time but Friday and Saturday as the new season approaches, we
nights, unless you have lots and appreciate more than ever all the
lots of time to kill and are over 21. great things Doctor Robbins has
Frank makes a great pie, but often done for us.
that is all you get.

without a halt in the flow of the
l-4.....x_t_W~e,;;;.ek~:;..;;;T;.:;h.,e~D~u.;:;.c::.he;,;,;.s;;;,s~D~r.:.iv:.;e_-.in~ musical mood.

. IF's ab"ility to play a combin
ation of sounds through their jazz
background is plainly evident in
the song "Sunday Sad". This song
'has many sounds, ranging from
electric Flamenco guitar to a wail
ing sax.

~ If you're a jazz afficianado or
just a casual listener, this album is
worth purchasing. Some of the
cuts which merit listening to over
and over again are: "Your City Is
Falling"; "Sunday Sad"; and "I
Couldn't Write ~ndTell You".

I have yet to hear IF's first album
:but if it's half 80S good as IF2
it's also worth buying.

March 24, 1971
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Theatre 30B To Do
~~SplendorIn The Grass ~~

STAM~ORo. CONN.

655-2525

dlppau.L fo'!. 23olj~ and.

Young df't~.It

Stones 356 .I:O~ORO smUT

Peter Saverine
Member of Youth

Advisory Commission

in the Square

INCORPORATED

On April 9 and 10 at the DHS 'audience with a clear-cut plot. It
auditorium, Theatre 308 will pre- presents only images and offers
sent Splendour in the Grass, a only hints to the psychological
play by Andrew Leslie. The name motivatioJ;l of its characters. For
of the play was taken from a this reason, it is not recommended
stanza of John Keats' "Ode on for an audience younger than high
Imitations of Immortality": "So school age.
nothing can bring back the houri There are three acts which are
of splendour in the grass, of glory broken down into twenty-four
in the flower,! we will gfi eve not, scenes. The first act shows Bud
rather findl strength in what re- and Deanie at the height of their
mains behind." relationship, the second deals with

The play is about a boy and the period after they break up.
girl in high school who have just The third act is very short and
fallen in love. The theme of the shows Bud and Deanie meeting a
play deals with their problems in few years after high school. Bud
coping with their own emotions for is married and Deanie has recently
each other, morals in society and been released from a mental
problems with their families. It hospital.
also deals with the emotional im- Because of the many scene
pact on the two major characters changes, production of the play is
throughout their relationship. The somewhat difficult. The way the
play does not try to present its stage is designed, many sets will

be on stage at one time. While
Continued from Page 2 one scene is in progress, the other

ment or the community. It might parts of the stage will be blacked
be appropriate to explain that the out. As the scene changes, the
ultimate purpose of the question- lighting will shift to the new set.
naire is to compile factual, but Thus the play moves quickly and
anonymous, material and case scenes flow into each other.
histories for use in a drug publica- Students will be performing
tion geared specifically for the music that will serve mainly as
Darien community. background and bridge the time

For once I would like to see your between scenes. Many different
paper and the parents of this types of music will be performed
town commend the youths for and some of the pieces are origin
their attempts to rationally solve ai, composed by Kathy Henderson,
their own problems; or, at least, Hal Lefferts and John Mucci.
offer them assistance in their at- The play is an adaptation of the
tempts. It was a rather simple pro- original screenplay by William
cedure to establish Centre Stone Inge. The movie and the play were
and the Youth Advisory Commis- set in the period of the Depression.
sion, because these organizations However, Theatre 308 has decided
were cited as essentials for the to update the play, making minor
modern community. Now that line and set changes and thus
these have been established, how- making it more relevant to today.
ever, the parents of this town feel Val Mehlig and Mark Rodman
the drug problem has been solved, are playing the leading roles of
or at least silenced for a while- Deanie and Bud. The supporting
BUT, before any understanding cast includes 28 seniors, juniors,
can occur or any solutions can be and sophomores, many of them
reached, this entire community stars of Theatre 308's past produc
must admit that there is a serious tions.RtWARD!! _

drug problem in our midst. Every- $25 reward for the return of
one must rid himself of the sterto- "Gino's," the film stolen from A-3
type image of the pure, wealthy
Darien, Connecticut, U.S.A. We do during EEW.1f you've got the film,
have a drug problem, and we in put it in Dr. Robbins' box, with a

note to tell us where we can leave
conjunction with the Youth Ad- the reward. Any information
visory Commission and Centre would be appreciated-we don't
Stone have setout to conquer it.
If you wish to criticize us, that is care who took the film, we just

want it back.
your constitutional right, but ----
someone must combat drugs in this
community!

ih \WEST AVE DARIEN

~ sYq} opstoirs IHf ~W~f~l ~H~r
Fairbanks Shops

Darien's Complete Camera
Store

Sales. Repairs. Rentals

Sugar N' Spice
Gift Shop

Hallmark Card Shop
655-0404 - 655-1566

1094 - 1096 Post Road

" I was interested but a free day
was more appealing". The most
common reason mentioned for
participating in EEW was interest
in the courses. The students also
expressed having felt curious
about how the program would
work, having liked the EEW con
cept, having enjoyed the freedom,
and having wanted to take part in
a new educational experience.

The teacher evaluation sheets
included such questions as: "How
did your classes seem to re
spond?", "Was the time allotted
sufficient for your objectives? ",
and "Were there any negative
aspects to your experience?".
Many of the student teachers said
they'd enjoyed the experience of
teaching, and could understand
the teachers' position better be
cause of this, but in several cases
found themselves underprepared.
'Almost every teacher was excited
and pleased by their classes' re
sponses, however, many were dis
pleased with the unstable class pop
ulation. Every EEW teacher reply
ing, except one, stated that they
would be willing to participate in
another EEW if it were proposed.
This, and a wish for a longer time
period were two areas of almost
complete unanimity on the various
forms.

The objectives of Experimental
Week were also examined to see
how well they had been fulfilled.
It was decided that objective #2
"To involve the student in a volun
tary learning experience': was self
fulfilling and consequently had
been achieved. The other primary
goal of school and community
interelationship in a joint educa
tional effort was partially fulfilled,
but it was wished that the partici
pation .evel could have been
higher.

EEW Evaluation CoDlpleted

Although EEW itself ended on
January 28, the evaluation of the
program has just recently been
finished. The final presentation of
this evaluation was. made to the
Board of Ed. at its meeting on
Tuesday, March 23.

The analysis of Experimental
Week is considered one of the
program's most important aspects,
therefore the evaluation itself was
as comprehensive as possible. The
evaluation process consisted of
three different steps: the first was
the all-school assembly on Janu
ary 29 and the questionaire dis
tributed at the assembly. The
second facet was an in-depth eval
uation completed by 89 students
who were selected by computer
random sampling, and the third
step was a questionaire circulated
to everyone, students, faculty, and
townspeople who participated in
the experiment as teachers.

The EEW evaluation sheet dis
tributed at the assembly was filled
out and returned by 775 students.
The results of that questionaire
are as follows: when asked how
many periods they spent in the
classroom, 344 replied five or
more, 210 four and 49 replied
they'd spent 1 or less. Another
query asked what course had been
most valuable to the individual.
It is noteworthy that every course
was mentioned at least once, but
the twelve (12) mentioned most
often were: Christ as a Revolu
tionary, Occult Sciences, Clinical
Psychology, Musical Improvisa
tion, Career Planning, Future
Shock, Body Language, Palmistry,
Jesus Christ In Prophecy, Ori
gami, Judo, Darien Establishment,
and Freedom-Black View.

When asked what aspects of
EEW they felt would be feasible
to carryover into the regular
school year, the majority of stu- 1--------------...
dents mentioned voluntary class
attendance. The remainder of the
responses were fairly evenly divid
ed between no grading, and use
of community resources.

Among the questions asked of
the students who filled out the
in-depth evaluation were: "If you
did not participate in EEW why
didn't you?" and "If you did
participate why did you?" Those
who responded in the negative
cited sickness most frequently as
the reason for non-participation.
Other responses included "not in
terested", "my friends left'.', and

EEW cooridinators Julie Genster, Dr. Robbins, and Reuben Jeffery
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HOCKEY TEAM SPIRITS SPORTS BA DUETj A NIGHT TO
by JAVITTI chose Chip Hart and Jim Fals.ey REMEMBER

. to lead them next season as JIm On Monday night, March 15th,
Last Wednesd~y mght, March also copped the MVP honors. The the Marlborough Ali-Stars, led by

17, the annual W.mter Sports Ban- girl's gymnastics team, under Bob Staack and Coach Battino,
quet took place m the large cafe- coach Mrs. Joan Vail, elected fell to defeat before Marques
teria decorated by the Pep ~lub Cindy Schmalzreid and sophomore Haynes and the Fabulous Magi-
with assistance from t~e Wmter Alisoh Bishop to the co-captain cians, by a convincing. score of
sports captains. Co-chaIrmen (or spots. Coach Del Mautte's Hoop- 102-86. The comical herOICS of the
should it be ma~. and woman) ers, managed by ace manager Magicians were led by Bob "Sug-
Coach Isidore Ba~tmo and Mrs. Scotty Calvin Brooks, elected arfoot" Johnson, who compiled a
Rosemarie Joosten assembled one Larry Hart to next year's captain total of 30 points in the game.
of the finest banquet programs to spot as Edwin "Pencilhead" However, the faculty,. not to be
be presented at DHS and deserve Maher brought MVP honors home outdone, came up WIth a few
much credit for their .efforts. Once to the court behind 316 West Ave. tricks of their own and proved,
again Mrs. (Bess NIcol and her The Girl's Hoop team, managed even to the Magicians, that they
staff put together a gourmet meal, this year by the infamous Mel weren't as bad as rumor or ap-
featuring homem~de lasagna. Quirk, elected Mary Ellen Bach- pearance suggested.
Master of Ceremomes Jack C.ar- man and Alison Danzberger to Former Darien High Star, Bob
penter's introduction and ?penmg co-captain spots. Coach Ottavi's Staak displayed some fine abili-
comments kept the cro;vd m good Ski Team picked sophomore Bill . .~ ty (m~ny times surprising e.ven the
humor as it was refreshmg .to have Doble as MVP with John Cleary ,-.;;. . ..~. .~_.. Magicians) as he compIled. 38
a member of the commumty w.ho and Doug Oakford as next sea- ~oachSangster rises from the depths'!! points. Coach Mautte had 8 pomts
has done such no.tabl~ work Wlt~ son's co-captains. Lyn Littlefield ~--------------jfor the evening and played ex
the youth becommg m.volved dI- and Wendy Thompson competed Cor.tinued from Page 1 tremely well defensively. The
rectly with a school functIOn. . as the girl's squad, winning both hair. And on this night, after hav- team's big surprise was Coach

Another highlight of the evenmg meets they entered. ing heard so much praise for so Battino. He came on strong for
was the appearance of former The cheerleading squad was many, I wonder from w.here the 6 big points in th~ secon? h.alf
Darien basketball sta~dout Bob given recognition for its fine su~- praise will come for a fnend who displayed some fme dnbblIng
Staak. Bob, an outstandmg hoop~r port of the athletic teams thIS has tried so hard to reach a goal ability. And, while Coach Sangster
at UCONN, became one. of .SIX year. Coached by Miss Faber, only to be stopped by an arbitrary was not the best man on the court,
hoop players there tOh abttaIkn tObvelrl members of the squad included bias. . as far as basketball goes, "Sug
1000 points while on t.e as e a seniors Bonnie Bloomquist (head Perhaps Coach Sangster, thIS arfoot" Johnson sure did admire
squal. Bob had a bnef message Cheerleader) and Nancy Geyer, year's new track coach, does not his legs.
to relate to the younger athletes. juniors Brookie Gallagher, Karen know what the word "sacrifice" Half time saw Tip and Flip, the
It was, "Work hard...Set a go~~ Leahy, Sally Stevens, and Margo means in becoming good at run- two Magician trainers, do some
and bust your back to get there: Vernon, and sophomores Karen ning fast for two miles around a fine gymnastic stunts. They per
One of Bob's goals was to play. m DeVito, Carol Littlefield, and lonely circle. It certainly does. no~ suaded some of the "younger"
Madison Square Garden. HIS WIsh Cindy Shaw. mean conformity for conformIty's members of the Crowd to join in
was fulfilled when the ~CONN Next came the hockey team's sake, and it has never meant the on their new dance. The "Road
team played Manhattan m the turn at the podium, with Rob giving up of individual rights be- runners," that well-known sopho
game prior to th~ Fordam-Mar- Vernee stealing the air time from cause of a coaches' personal be- more clique, joined the 6 and 7
quette contest, WhICh drew 19,500 Coach Doolittle. Dan managed to liefs. A coaches' power is being year olds and really had a good
fans. announce Lindley Franklin. as'. carried too far when it denies the time for themselves. (Birds of a

Another anouncement was the MVP before Varney took over to right to participate to. someone feather flock together-ed) .
notice that student-t~acher and introduce Pete Clinton and Zinger who rightly deserves It. Coach In other games that evening, the
coach Dave Baye had .sIgn.ed a con- Schwing as next season's co-cap- Sangster is doing this to Bruce Stars and Cougars competed for
tract with the DetrOIt TIgers for tains of the illustrious squad. Jones. Coach Battino denied Eu- the championship of the ABA
next season. Vernee displayed his unmatched gene Myers the right to participa~e division of intramural basketball.

Getting to ~he banq.uet, the virtue of humility as he left next in gymnastics, even ~houg~ Gene s The Stars clearly dominated the
hockey squad, WIth the aSSIstance of year's squad with a few thoughts hair could not fall mto hIS eyes. game, winning by a score of 57
Moose Manchon, led. all appla':lse to ponder. Last, but not least on Dave Hieronymus' hair couldn't 28. The big gun for the Stars
throughout the evenmg, sh~",:,mg the agenda, was host Coach Bat- have fallen in his eyes; his side- was Mark Scott who totaled 21
themselves to be the m?st spIrl~ed tino's State Champion gymnastic burns couldn't have affected his points. Also, John Reuther ~nd
team in the school. T~elr behavIO,r team, headed by MVP Charles performance and yet, it had to be Pete Johnson got 11 and 14 pomts
may have been consld~red a bIt "Gimpy" Felder and All-Around cut to suit the personal tastes of respectively as they played su~erb
rowdy by the s~uffed-shI~t .banquet State Champ Richard Ward. Cap- Coach Mautte. And who could defense. Jim O'Brian was hlgh
goers, but it. IS my opmIOn that tain for the musclemen next year guess how many football-oriented point man for the Cougars with
the use of mcknames and other will be the lone junior on the team, students would have been willing 8. f
personal affectati?ns lent more Rick Bianco. to cut their hair to play football In the NBA league, the winner 0
color and personaht;r to the event Ending the program was a video- but not to the extremes demanded the 76'ers and the Funeral Home
than the usual straI~ht applause. tape presentation by DuBois by Coach Himebauch. . 5 game was to be the champion.
It gave the gathenng a more Sports Productions Inc., which en- The haircut rule has been carned The team proved to be Con Die's
personal touch to. have. your compassed all winter sports. Bob, far beyond the concerns of safety 76'ers as they squeezed out a 25
friends openly showmg theIr ap- who has done an outstanding job and performance deem necessary, 23 victory. With 14 minutes gone
provement of fellow athletes running his videotape crew, was to a point where it is denying the by in the 1st half, the score was
achievements. aided by the sometiems able-bod- individual rights of an athlete. Per- tied 2-2 and it appeared as though

For each sport, the coach gave ied Barry Kaminski. haps the coaches should re-exam- a battle of the defenses was on.
a sh.ort speech, followed ?y the Clean-up was led by the Road- ine their own athletic "code" hang- However, persistent rebounding
nammg of the ~ext season s cap- runners as the retiring athletes ing in the gym, which mentions by Jim Adlam and Dan Vassone of
tains or co-captams, and the teams were given a chance to enjoy a the word individual in regards to the 76'ers enabled their team to
most Valuable .~layer. "Brune final few moments together as the athlete. hold a 12-6 margin at the half.
Levering and Scot TheBod. Ham- the Darien High School athletes Until the Darien High School More hard work for the 76'ers
mond were named co-captams for who made up the excellent Winter student body calmly and emphat- by Dan Libby, Ed Nadriczny, and
the Natator'~,71-7~ season as Dave Sports program the school and ically says "no!" to this inequity, Con Die in the second half allowed
"The. Fuzzer Brmdley took home town of Darien, Connecticut. it will continue. them to win the game despite a
the MVP award. The graplers. ~.' ..,' If there is no room at Darien last minute upsurgence by the

_.~._.... - High School for a person .to ~e~TIain Funeral Home-5. Infamous coach,
true to himself as an mdlvldual Mr. J. A. Vitti, visibly shaken by

N f 6I and be an athlete at the same time, the loss, was not around to com-· t4 n nthen clearly it is time for a change. ment on his team's performance.nU'l$ \t' It is for an athlete's rights in the All proceeds received ~t. thea • future, also, that Bruce is ~tanding gate not paid to the MagICIanS,

899 ~n»t rnab ~b~to~:{:i:h£:~~~~~e :oml~n~:~ E~~t~~n~~~~~dtr:~~t~~7i~~
(I may be an ex-student at DHS Center.

~~C~:ft~ll~ybU~eli.~~~~ ~~~n i.~Sk.~~ Peter Clinton
A d 1 Peace for Everyone~!:!:~~~!!:::!~=~/~OO~'~:::!~~~~~!:!~~~~!::~:I opinion, friendshIp an pnnCIp e- .• ... '''- know no boundaries.)_.- - ._, .. . .


